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Senate Democrats on Tuesday reached an early agreement to pursue a sweeping $3.5 trillion reconciliation package that would expand Medicare benefits, boost federal safety net programs and combat ...
Senate Dems agree to $3.5T for budget reconciliation bill
Celebrating an expanded child care tax credit and vowing a more vigorous campaign to reduce the record drug overdoses linked to the pandemic, Health and Human Services Secretary ...
HHS secretary celebrates tax credits, vows action to combat overdoses
Rep. Jake Auchincloss’ objection to a key element of Democrats' prescription drug bill shines a light on the pharmaceutical industry’s enduring ...
A Massachusetts Democrat Flush With Pharma Cash Echoes Industry Talking Points
If you're receiving tax-free income in a combat zone while deployed ... you have a good chance of getting a higher premium for Medicare Part B and Part D reduced. Even with the federal exemption ...
Saving for Retirement When You're in the Military
Your son will automatically receive some extra combat pay, and most of his income ... stocks and funds for easier income planning. Medicare Part A and Part B leave some pretty significant gaps ...
Preparing Your Finances for Deployment
The Biden administration on Thursday convened the first meeting of its community violence intervention collaborative, a group of mayors and administration officials that will ...
White House convenes mayors to discuss strategies on crime
In working with investigators, device companies should ensure that their actions are consistent with laws intended to combat fraud ... 42 CFR 405.213(c). 11. 42 CFR 405.205(b). 12. 42 CFR 405.203(c).
IDE Status Offers Direct Route to Reimbursement
The Food and Drug Administration’s approval in June of a drug purporting to slow the progression of Alzheimer’s disease was widely celebrated, but it also touched off alarms.
Commentary: Why we may never know whether the $56,000-a-year Alzheimer’s drug actually works
The Food and Drug Administration’s approval in June of a drug purporting to slow the progression of Alzheimer’s disease was widely celebrated, but it also touched off alarms. There were ...
Guest Column: Will we ever know whether the $56,000-a-year Alzheimer’s drug actually works?
Breonna Taylor's mom, however, said she is backing John Yarmuth, the congressman Scott is challenging in the Democratic primary.
Attica Scott, Sponsor of ‘Breonna’s Law,’ Announces Run For Congress
“America’s biopharmaceutical innovation recently brought life-saving vaccines to combat the COVID-19 pandemic ... out-of-pocket cap of $3,100 for Medicare Part D enrollees and allow certain ...
Crapo, Burr reintroduced to legislation to tackle prescription drug prices
The measure would authorize health providers to deliver virtual care to Medicare enrollees located ... and Tim Scott (R-S.C.), would ensure America's health care workers can continue delivering ...
Sen. Manchin paves way for a telehealth revolution
When companies like Donald Trump's face criminal charges, the outcome can range from a slap on the wrist to insolvency. Don't expect the latter.
How companies handle criminal charges: Trump Organization, CFO Allen Weisselberg face allegations of conspiracy
KMA is dedicating its annual meeting to educating physicians about ways to combat an opioid ... the black market. Medicare grades hospitals and bases reimbursements in part on what patients ...
Trauma doctor cut opioid prescriptions in half. Others should follow his lead
On its inaugural Health Equity Hero Day today, DentaQuest, a purpose-driven oral health care company dedicated to improving the oral health of all, announced its 2021 Health Equity Heroes: Champions ...
DentaQuest Announces 2021 Health Equity Heroes: Champions of The Pandemic
President Joe Biden declared America urgently needs a “generational investment” in its infrastructure, as he looks to sell voters on the economic benefits of the $973 billion bipartisan package that ...
Roads, bridges, jobs: Biden selling big infrastructure deal
President Joe Biden announced new efforts Wednesday to stem a rising national tide of violent crime, declaring the federal government is “taking on the bad actors doing bad ...
Biden targets law-breaking gun dealers in anti-crime plan
And too many local newspapers have shuttered or downsized, in part due to the Internet platforms ... to enforce the antitrust laws to combat the excessive concentration of industry, the abuses ...

The United States (U.S.) health care system is failing and approaching a fault phase, economically speaking. Billions of dollars are being paid for fraudulent claims submitted by providers for a range of schemes, from billing for services not provided to submitting claims with fraudulent diagnosis and treatment information. The Medicare program has been in place since 1965 and is the backbone of the U.S. health care reimbursement system; despite its importance, the amount of Medicare fraud is staggering, making it almost impossible to know exactly how much health care fraud there is in the entire U.S. health care industry. The question is-how much money is lost annually
to Medicare Parts A, B, C and D program fraud? Government and industry experts state that the amount of fraud ranges from 3% to 10% in the health care program, and one estimate claims that the Medicare program is plagued with 20% losses from fraud. The 2010 passage of the Health Insurance Reform legislation has allotted several billion dollars to launch a 10-year fight against Medicare fraud. Historical information is lacking on what percent of claims submitted to Medicare are fraudulent. This paper addresses whether or not an agency should be created that would be responsible for tracking Medicare fraud to determine the effectiveness and efficiency of the fight
against it. The current study will survey health care fraud experts in both private and governmental industries and will allow the researcher to arrive at a solution by obtaining valid statistics for measuring accurately the impact that the Health Insurance Reform Legislation will have on the mitigation of Medicare fraud.
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